TOP OF THE SOUTH

TOP OF THE SOUTH – TASMAN,
NELSON AND BLENHEIM

$300 MILLION
FORECAST TOTAL
TOP OF THE SOUTH
INVESTMENT

Population growth is putting pressure on the Nelson and Tasman transport network.
Investment in the 2018-21 National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) will look at
delivering better transport choice in the Top of the South with improvements to both
cycling and the public transport network.
A key piece of this work will be progressing the Nelson Southern Link project through
to a detailed business case. Broadly, this work will look at the Rocks Road and
Waimea Road corridors and access across all transport options to get people and
freight, safely and efficiently, in and out of Nelson. The business case will also look
to better link the land transport network with Nelson Port, ensure there are safe and
accessible walking and cycling facilities, and review public transport improvements
to maximise the efficiency of the existing network.
Work will continue on integrating the high growth areas around Richmond and Stoke
by managing growth to make more efficient use of the existing network.
Throughout this NLTP period, there will be a focus on safety improvements on the
transport links between Richmond and Mapua and Nelson and Blenheim.

NELSON
The Nelson City Council plans to substantially complete its cycleway network during
the next three years, linking the network from Tahunanui to the city centre.
The council will focus on improving its public transport service, with a new Stoke
loop route to improve accessibility within the Stoke area, and improve connections to
the growth area in Saxton. It is also planned to introduce electronic bus ticketing to
make it easier for people to use the service.
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TASMAN
Managing growth, improving safety and developing alternative transport choices, in
particular cycling and public transport facilities, are the focus for the Tasman district.
On Takaka Hill, recovery works following the damage from Cyclone Gita will continue
during the next two years.

MARLBOROUGH
Construction of the new $21 million bridge over the Ōpaoa River will begin in 2019,
enabling better access for HPMVs on SH1. This is a critical transport link between
Picton and Christchurch, particularly for freight, and for people in Marlborough to
access Blenheim. The new bridge will make SH1 more resilient to natural disasters
and secure as New Zealand’s key strategic road freight route connecting the North
and South Islands.

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
• Further investigation into the Nelson Southern Link will consider the
opportunities to better link the transport network between Nelson Port and
Annesbrook for all transport modes.
• Investment in public transport in Nelson and Richmond to improve services
both within and between Nelson and Richmond.
• Further extension of the Nelson cycleway network, completing a key link
between Annesbrook and the beach at Tahunanui, and providing better
access for those who cycle.
• Construction of the Ōpaoa River Bridge to provide better access for HPMVs
travelling from Picton to Christchurch.
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CASE STUDY

RESILIENT ROUTE
A $60 million improvements package on the 398km Picton to Christchurch
alternate route (SH63, 6, 65 and 7 via Lewis Pass) has built safety and resilience
into the upper South Island transport system, improving interregional connections
and growing economic prosperity.
When the November 2016 Kaikōura earthquake struck, it severed the State
Highway 1, the main economic lifeline route for the South Island. Freight and
tourist traffic was diverted to the lesser used inland route via Lewis Pass, which
was not designed for increased volumes.
Resealing, repairing and strengthening on more than 56 kms of the route,
additional pull-over areas for trucks and slow vehicle bays and widening several
sections of the road to allow trucks and other vehicles to travel safely on the route.
Other improvements included additional safety barriers and rock fall protection,
installing several new bailey bridges alongside existing one-way bridges to provide
two-way access, installing traffic signals on one-way bridges, and using radars and
webcams to measure traffic volumes and provide travel updates.
This investment has long-term benefits for local communities and visitors by
building resilience into the network and it remains a vital secondary route for this
part of the country. Improving the safety and overall driving experience of the
alternate route helps support regional growth for communities along the way.
Since the 24/7 reopening of State Highway 1 in April 2018, traffic volumes on the
alternate route are back to near pre-earthquake levels. Additional improvements
and maintenance work continues along the route.
Through the delivery of improvements on the alternate route the Transport
Agency formed strong, valuable local partnerships with NZ Police, the freight
industry and roading contractors. The police had a dedicated team supporting
road safety along this route for 18 months which was critical for keeping road
crew, the community and road users safe.
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